Accelerated Development Program & Ecosystem

For accomplished women impacting boards & top leadership roles. Partnering to accelerate gender balance through diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI)
Xponential Awakening
Getting ready for tomorrow – Future Fit, Future Proofed

Innovation, Risk & Dynamics
Mindset Shifts & Immune Systems. Jobs of the future

Launch & Awakening

Future of Learning
Creativity, Listening, Questioning & Storytelling

Roundtable
Anchoring the Future. Panel discusses key issues

Context

Achoring The Future

Platforms and Ecosystems
From Globalization to Digitization to Dispersion

Convergence

Building The Future Ecosystem

Convergence & Strategy
Accelerating, Intersecting, & Converging, Exploding

Platforms and Ecosystems
From Globalization to Digitization to Dispersion

Roundtable
Future of Money
Panel discusses key board level questions

Convergence

Future of Money, Crypto and Economies

Global Outlook of Economies and Money
Digital currencies, Crypto & Blockchain Revolution

Global Outlook of Economies and Money
Digital currencies, Crypto & Blockchain Revolution

Program Overview & Timeline: 5-7 pm, Dubai Time. Virtual.

xFAB Women 2nd Cohort
March 2022

xFAB Women 3rd Cohort
June 2022

xFAB Women 4th Cohort
August 2022

ONGOING MONTHLY MASTERCLASSES
Program Overview & Timeline: 5-7 pm, Dubai Time, Virtual

**OUTCOMES**

- Trust & Ethics. Impact on Tech, Future of Work & Society
- Top Board Leadership Experiences, with Success stories of Global CEOs
- Current & Future of Governance, Reporting, Compliance
- Connecting the Dots & Scenario Building Story-telling

**Trust & Ethics**

- Empathy & Values
  - The future depends on these critical factors

**Future of Work**

- Future of Business Models and Emerging Industries
- Meet the stars!
  - Life of Women on Boards & in top Leadership

**Roundtable**

- Future Readiness for Boards. New issues to address.

**Board Dynamics**

- Emerging Issues on Governance, Reporting, Compliance, & Risk

**Simulating a Future Board Meeting.**

- Conversation with board experts.

**Scenario Planning**

- Foresight & Scenario Models. Building your future story/

**Final Townhall**

- Q & A, Actions Next Steps

---

**FUTURE QUARTERLY COHORTS**

- xFAB Women 2nd Cohort
  - March 2022
- xFAB Women 3rd Cohort
  - June 2022
- xFAB Women 4th Cohort
  - August 2022

**ONGOING MONTHLY MASTERCLASS**

- Ongoing
LET’S CONNECT!

Tariq Qureishy
Program Lead, xFAB Women and
CEO & Co-Founder, Xponential

tariq@eqxponential.com
+971552297111

Learn more and apply at xfabwomen.rsvpify.com